The Snow Child by Eowyn Ivey
A childless couple working a farm in the brutal landscape of 1920 Alaska discover a little girl
living in the wilderness, with a red fox as a companion, and begin to love the strange,
almost-supernatural child as their own.

Why you'll like it: Magic realist fiction. Frontier and pioneer life. Bittersweet. Lush. Mysterious.
About the Author: Eowyn Ivey was raised in Alaska and continues to live there with her husband and two
daughters. Her mother named her after a character from J. R. R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings. Eowyn works
at the independent bookstore Fireside Books where she plays matchmaker between readers and books.
The Snow Child is her debut novel.
Questions for Discussion
1. When Mabel first arrives in Alaska, it seems a bleak and lonely place to her. Does her sense of the land
change over time? If so, how?
2. Why are Jack and Mabel emotionally estranged from each other in the beginning of the novel, and how
are they able to overcome that?
3. How do Esther Benson and Mabel differ in temperament, and how does their friendship change Mabel?
4. The first time Garrett sees Faina in person is when he spies her killing a wild swan. What is the
significance of this scene?
5. In what ways does Faina represent the Alaska wilderness?
6. Jack and Mabel?s only child is stillborn. How does this affect Mabel?s relationship with Faina?
7. When Jack is injured, Esther and Garret move to their farm to help them. How does this alter Jack and
Mabel?s relationship?
8. Much of Jack and Mabel?s sorrow comes from not having a family of their own, and yet they leave their
extended family behind to move to Alaska. By the end of the novel, has their sense of family changed?
Who would they consider a part of their family?
9. Death comes in many forms in The Snow Child, including Mabel giving birth to a stillborn infant, Jack
shooting a moose, Faina slaying a swan, the fox killing a wild bird, Jack and Mabel slaughtering their
chickens, and Garrett shooting the fox. Why is this one of the themes of the book and what is the author
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trying to say about death?
10. What do you believe happened to Faina in the end? Who was she?
(Questions issued by publisher.)
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